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SYNOPSIS

Juan Oliver is about to become a prison officer. On the first day of his new job, two colleagues show him around the old prison, telling him about the rough work and about Apache, a Russian informer. All of a sudden, and due to some building work, some plaster falls from the ceiling and hits Juan Olivier, who passes out. The guards take him into cell 211, which is empty, to try and revive him. But, as luck would have it, that's when a riot breaks out at the high security FIES cell block, the one that houses the most dangerous inmates. Juan's colleagues run away, leaving him stranded. When he wakes up in the cell he takes stock of the situation: if he wants to save his skin, he must pretend to be a prisoner.
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

When “Cell 211” fell into my hands, I read it in one go and knew that I wanted to make a movie about it. The novel’s starting point was forceful and convincing; a powerful, recognizable and human universe, and the story was built on a suffocating tension that included some remarkable turning points. As a film, it represented a major narrative challenge and gave me little leeway to do anything other than stripping the staging of artful devices and placing the camera at the service of the characters. It was therefore necessary to find a fail-proof cast of actors. Now that the film has been finished, I think it would have been really difficult to find more reliable and adequate players than those who were finally selected for the movie; the two leading characters, the gang of convicts, the prison staff members and the other actors—all of whom devoted themselves fully to this adventure.

Notwithstanding the fact that “Cell 211” was a work of fiction, the first step in order to recreate a story that reflected the reality of life in jail was to become acquainted with the secrets and unknown facts of this world of imprisonment which is close to us and yet so remote at the same time. When it came to writing the screenplay, Jorge Guerricaechevarría and I had to know what we were talking about, even for the purpose of knowing to what extent and at what point we were telling lies. During the year it took us to write the script, we spoke with convicts, visited them, even lived and coexisted as much as possible with the prisoners, their relatives, the prison staff and educators whose daily life was directly associated with the jail itself. Surprisingly, though also understandably, all of them opened their world to us in a most hospitable manner. When one lives in a confined environment, far away from the outside world, it is a relief to communicate with the exterior... We realized that, in essence, the closed realm of prison reflected the very same society that gave rise to it, albeit in a concentrated form. As a convict from the Valdemoro Prison said to us, “the world within these walls is identical to the world outside, the only difference being that the former is in MP3 format”. And subtly, almost unintentionally, one might add that after our series of visits to jail—using the expression “immersion” would be offensive to anybody who has spent a single
night in there- our version of the story was acquiring certain allegorical connotations as we plowed ahead; it was becoming a sort of parable...

The first thing my intuition told me about the style of this film was that it should closely resemble that of a documentary. The process of developing the script confirmed to me that this was the right approach. The story would only become solid and powerful if it was based on an “illusion of genuineness”. It should be filmed with the spirit and determination one encounters in a mutiny, with the camera at hand and in a real space; we had to find a real prison whose energy might flow right into all of us, to the very core. Thanks to the help from the Penitentiary Authorities, an old penitentiary that had been closed down for over twelve years was placed at our disposal. Our artistic team spent several months cleaning it of rubble and rebuilding it in order to “bring it back to life”.

As we strolled around the galleries, yards, cells and every nook and cranny of the Provincial Prison of Zamora, the script was gradually adapting itself to the physical spaces, in chameleon-like fashion; the distribution and arrangement of the bars, the staircases, the shape of the cells, etc. were “dictating to us” each of the film frames, and the power emanating from the place almost whispered to the actors what their attitude, poses and movements should be like. At times, it seemed like the jail itself was calling out for the staging, rewriting the rhythm of the sequences, giving clear instructions about the exact location of the camera... I avoided resorting to preconceived ideas, I didn’t rely on a story board and stayed away from rigid planning. We all allowed ourselves to be led by the energy of the place, and by the presence of a number of extras some of whom had at some time been convicts of that very same prison, while others were still serving sentence outside jail and/or under custody. This experience –all of it- was at no time hard, claustrophobic or unbearable; quite on the contrary, it was most creative and stimulating.

More than a genre film, “Cell 211” is definitely a tragedy in the most classical sense of the word. It is a tragedy that any of us would experience if we had to confront the extreme situation Juan Oliver finds himself involved in. It is a story about fate, about “that which is inexorable and unrelenting”, about how “turning around a particular corner rather than another one” can change your
life for ever. And yet, at the core of “Cell 211” are the bonds of friendship that develop between Juan and Malamadre under an extreme set of circumstances; two men whose respective lives couldn’t be more dissimilar, but who are brought together in a matter of hours by a turn of fate. And it hits them like a sledge hammer. Juan discovers that being on one side or on the opposite side is really more to do with a mere combination of circumstances than with being free to make a moral choice. He also finds out that everything is relative; the fact that one has committed murder isn’t incompatible with integrity or honesty, and that acting as a law enforcing officer isn’t incompatible with being a real son of a bitch. Juan’s “Journey” is made by the spectator himself when watching the film and the reason why it is so moving is because it digs into a wound that is far more painful than most others; a wound that tells us about human fragility, about the fact that anybody’s life hangs by a thread.

Daniel Monzón
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